10 May 2014

The Intercept Drop

A sends URL: http://y6xjkgw47us5ca.onion/ Tor Browser required.
Submitting for the first time

To protect your identity, we're assigning you a unique code name.

Your code name is:

Click Generate if you would like to create a different code name.

Desired code name length: 8 words. Generate

It is extremely important that you both remember this code and keep it secret. Memorize the code or write it down, but do not save it on your computer. After submitting documents, you will need to provide this code to log back in and check for responses. Also, this code is the only authentication needed to log in with your account. If you write it down, be sure to keep it hidden.

Once you've taken care of that: Continue.
Submit a document, message, or both

Upload a file:  [Browse]

Or just enter a message:

Welcome to disclosure world. Great to see a new addition, many more needed. Your warning about disclosure site's software and usage is exemplary, slightly amended: “Like all software, SecureDrop may contain security bugs. Use this disclosure site at your own risk.”

Submit

Download journalist's public key (why?)

Remember! Your code name is:

Enter a different code name...
Reload to check for new messages...

Like all software, SecureDrop may contain security bugs. Use at your own risk.
Powered by SecureDrop 0.2.1.
Submit a document, message, or both

Thanks! We received your message.

Upload a file:  
Browse

Or just enter a message:

Submit

Download journalist's public key (why?)

Remember! Your code name is:

Enter a different code name...
Reload to check for new messages...

Like all software, SecureDrop may contain security bugs. Use at your own risk.
Powered by SecureDrop 0.2.1.